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Home Destinations USA + Canada Texas West Texas El Paso Getty Image caption The world's ugliest airport we know We know: About 90 percent of airports worldwide. From jam-filled hubs like Frankfurt to dusty outposts like Muscat. Oman can compete easily... Read more El Paso (EP) still racing to decorate the conference room by itself With a watch
geared to shareholders, El Paso on Monday unveiled its proposed board of directors with deeper energy experience. Go was grocery executive ByronAllumbaugh, Stanford scholar James Gibbons and oustedCEO William Wise, who touted a long energy career that also ended with the taint of El Paso's decline. Energyveterans like former Texas President
James Dunlop, who were introduced as candidates Monday, as well as Transocean President Michael Talbert, former Conoco CFO Robert Goldman and Consol Energy Chairman John Whitmire. Combined with eight items left from El Paso'sheyday, newcomers are fighting to overcome the disgruntled who have embraced a deeper energy experience. Selim
Zilkha, an individual shareholder of El Paso, is trying to replace El Paso's current board with eight types of energy -- himself -- and a retired judge. The Alternative Committee, while small, will boast twice as much as energy experts as the company's proposed board of directors, making CaseEl Paso, whose share price has eroded 85% in recent years,
confirmed Monday that its own slate ofdirectors offered a reasonable mix of strengths to unlock the true power of the company El Paso has implemented a process designed for the continuation of toassure while affecting the measurable changes in the composition of our board of directors. El Paso nominees are a mix of energy, finance, academia and law,
and a mix of new directors and those with detailed knowledge of Our company will create a specially equipped board to achieve our long-term goals. John Olson, an analyst at Sanders Morris Harris, was limited. A little more in his praise of the board. Anincumbent now includes another energy. I would say that as another step in olsoning elections it brought to
four - out of 12 board members - the number of people with energybackgrounds raised by Monday's news, as well as a surge in the overall market, But industry critic Karl Miller, a former ElPaso executive who now leads energy-related companies, sees only a change. And even Olson, a longtime company, admits that inhumane board has fought hard ahead.
Olson said the current board had planned the recovery. Reasonable for the company, however. Dissidents have not disclosed their strategies to deal with more stringent accomplices, such as asset sales, cost cutting and liabilities. In the meantime, El Paso is interfering for maximumprogress - and prep times - before the proxy company, which manages its
annual shareholder meeting in May, announced Monday that this year's meeting will be in June - the latest time charged under current law, and it has not set a specific date for that assembly. At a meeting last year held in Dallas instead of the home base of El Paso's Houston climate assessment by powerful shareholder OscarWyatt Wyatt, warning that the
energy of El Paso's merchants was involved in a game like Enron that could make the entire company, even if the company claims Wyatt's, but it has seen its share price and credit ranks erode direct concerns about the energy business of traders who now grow todismantle. Claims that El Paso's board has Failed stock holders miserably. Since the beginning
of this year the company has managed to resolve a long-running dispute with California and passed the halfway mark on asset sales prices worth $3.4 billion and although it fell well of revenue for 2002 -- losing money instead of reporting small profits -- it has however convinced investors by boosting its liquidity. But pressing questions remain, including one
big question. Who's the future? Olson asked. Commander or opposition slate? It's going to be interesting in the next 60 to 90 days, crime never pays, especially in Texas, and especially in El Paso. The Sun City has been ranked the lowest in overall crime in the United States for However, if you or someone you know is one of the few people who is
unfortunate to be arrested and charged with a crime in El Paso County, FindLaw has information that may help, as arrests take place in so many different situations, it is difficult to predict what will happen. This article provides general information about what to expect in several types of criminal cases in El Paso. If you're arrested either at the scene or through
an arrest warrant, you're likely to talk to a blue man and woman from the El Paso Police Department, El Paso County Sheriff's Department or the Texas Highway Patrol. Unlike the erroneous police officers you may have seen on TV, the police will have to follow some basic rules during your arrest. If they neglect to follow these steps, it could jeopardize the
prosecutor's case against you. Miranda's warning and jailing you should read your Miranda privileges: You have the right to be silent. In court... Then the police have two options: take you to jail to book or release you with a contract that will appear later. If you are taken to a prison in El Paso, plan to spend quality time in a downtown prison or prison annex. If
you are a victim of a crime and want to know the status of an inmate, Texas has a system called VINE, a nationwide state service where victims of crime can use the phone or internet to find information about the offender's custody status and sign up to receive phone and email notifications when the offender's custody status changes. VINE toll-free number is
877-894-8463, post bail if you want to go home, you will be released on your own recognizance or must post bail. Bail is the money you have to pay to the court in order to be released from prison pending trial. Getting Arraigned your first appearance before a judge is in custody. The judge will advise you on your criminality, ask if you have a lawyer or need a
lawyer appointed by the court, asking how you will plead against the allegations (most people plead not guilty. At this stage), consider whether to adjust the initial amount of bail and then set a timetable for future court dates. What happens next depends on whether you are facing a crime or a crime. Misdemeanors Misdemeanors are divided into three
separate classes, A to C, with the most severe A. They are less serious than colonies, but remember that conviction or guilt can affect your career and freedom. If you are not a citizen, a misdemeanor may affect your immigration status, typical El Paso misdemeanors, including driving while intoxicated, possessing illegal drugs and theft of certain types, just
to name a few. The maximum penalty you can get if convicted is not more than one year in prison and fined $4000 for certain crimes, with additional penalties such as mandatory counseling or substance abuse classes. Your case is set up for a bargaining trial where your district attorney and attorney talk about the case with the judge and try to reach a
resolution. If they can't, In the trial, the jury will decide whether you are guilty or innocent. If the jury finds that you Not guilty. The case will end and you may be free. If the jury can't decide, it's called a hung jury, and the district attorney may be able to retry the case later. If you are convicted, the judge will impose your sentence felony cases felonies into very
serious cases with very serious consequences, including jail time and significant consequences for the rest of your life. El Paso ranges from reckless injuries to children, kidnapping, robbery or murder. In Texas, there are five layers of colonies with penalties ranging from 180 days in prison to the death penalty. The crime is being investigated. A grand jury as
a precursor to the prosecution. The Grand Jury Grand Jury is a screening panel of individuals selected from the community to serve cases reviewed over a six-month period to determine whether there is. A possible cause that someone committed an alleged crime. If a grand jury finds a possible cause, they will be dismissed. The real bill of litigation. The
case has been assigned to the Supreme Court. If a grand jury is out, No bills. Prosecutors have the right to present the case to another grand jury if one enters without a bill. However, this is rare and is often referred only if it has garnered media attention. Bargains and pre-trial trials in the next stage of crime are pre-trial trials. District attorneys and defense
attorneys may meet in the judge's room to discuss your case, and sometimes enter a pretrial bargain, give your attorney a chance to gather information from the prosecution, explore that evidence, and possibly resolve your case without trial. It is also an opportunity to make a major motion challenging the prosecution's case. The trial, if you go to trial, the
district attorney must prove that you are guilty beyond reasonable doubt. You have the right to trial a jury where twelve randomly selected members of the community decide your guilt or innocence. Both prosecutors and defense will present evidence. Remember that you can not be forced to testify. If the jury finds you guilty, the judge will decide you. A
criminal case can have a devastating and lasting impact on your life. It may be a good idea if you are charged with an offence, especially someone who is serious to consider consulting with a local criminal lawyer. Attorney
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